Ion disturbance and clustering in the NaCl water solutions.
Ion clustering and the solvation properties in the NaCl solutions are explored by molecular dynamics simulations with several popular force fields. The existence of ions has a negligible disturbance to the hydrogen bond structures and rotational mobility of water beyond the first ion solvation shells, which is suggested by the local hydrogen bond structures and the rotation times of water. The potential of mean force (PMF) of ion pair in the dilute solution presents a consistent view with the populations of ion clusters in the electrolyte solutions. The aggregation level of ions is sensitive to the force field used in the simulations. The ion-ion interaction potential plays an important role in the forming of the contact ion pair. The entropy of water increases as the ion pair approaches each other and the association of ion pair is driven by the increment of water entropy according to the results from the selected force fields. The kinetic transition from the single solvent separated state to the contact ion pair is controlled by the enthalpy loss of solution.